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Introduction
Ca3Co4O9 (349) thermoelectric (TE) oxide is very promising for energy conversion applications because of its good transport properties1, high oxidation resistance, excellent
chemical and thermal stabilities in air at high temperature and no toxic character of its elements. Recently, we have reported2 that Hot-Pressing (HP) is effective for processing
dense and strongly textured 349 monolayer bulk samples with a significant in-plane (i.e. (a,b) plane) grain growth, which reduced manifestly their (a,b) planes electrical resistivity,
rab, and consequently, improved their power factor, PFab. Nevertheless, the monolayers were still too thin (~ 0.5 mm) to design TE elements ‘legs’ with required dimensions for
modules. We have fabricated then a thick 349 sample (multilayer) by hot-pressing stacked monolayers along their mean c-axis. Microstructure and volume quantitative texture
investigations brought out a bulk density similar to monolayers, but remarkable texture strength reinforcement. The electrical resistivity, r, and Seebeck coefficient, S, were
reproducibly measured parallel (rc and Sc) and perpendicular (rab and Sab) to the mean c-axis. r showed a large anisotropy ratio (rc/rab) of 8.8 at 900 K, and rab kept the same
values compared to that in a monolayer whereas rc significantly decreased. Sab and Sc unexpectedly revealed different values. The thermal conductivity also displayed a significant
anisotropy, with ratio (kab/kc) = 2.7 at 900 K. The resulting figure-of-merit ZT is then noticeably anisotropic, with ratio (ZT ab/ZT c) = 4.6. ZT ab was found 2 times larger than ZT
value of conventional sintered 349 materials used up today for TE modules fabrication.
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 Ca3Co4O9 powder is synthezised by solid state
reaction and then pelletized.

 Monolayer microstructure shows
- Large thin platelets ( length ≤ 17 µm, thickness ≤ 0.12 µm)
- Strong platelets alignment
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349 textured monolayer
prepared by HP process

 No interface between the initial layers on polished crosssection of the multilayer sample at this scale.
 The multilayer sample almost keeps the same density
(95%) and the platelets sizes, and shows also strong platelets
alignment.
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Hot-pressing process of 30 stacked textured monolayers

 Maxima of the {001} poles is around 43 mrd, indicative of a texture strikingly two times stronger than that
of the monolayer (22 mrd).2

Anisotropy of thermoelectric properties
 The temperature dependence of the electrical
resistivity, r, and Seebeck coefficient, S, was measured
parallel (rc, Sc) and perpendicular (rab, Sab) to the
applied pressing axis. For each direction, the
measurements were carried out on four  2 x 2 x 8 mm3
different bar-shaped specimens in view to cheek their
reproducibility.

 The temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity, k, was determined for the conventional
sintered sample, kref, and for the multilayer sample in directions parallel, kc, and perpendicular, kab, to the
mean c-axis.
k = ke + kL (ke and kL are electron and lattice components)
(a,b) Plane

Wiedemann-Franz law: ke = L.T/r
(L = 2.45 10-8 V2.K-2 is Lorentz number)

c

 One observes a good reproducibility of rab(T)
and rc(T), and r exhibits an anisotropy from 300
to 900 K.
 The average anisotropy ratio, (rab/ rc), is 8.8 at
900 K, which is 3 times larger than that reported
by Zhang et al.3 for textured ceramics, but
comparable to that obtained by Tani et al.4
 rab kept the same values compared to the
monolayer  no noticeable effect of the texture
reinforcement on rab.

 k decreases with T and kref < kc < kab
 Similar behavior was reported for 349 single
crystal1 and textured ceramics3.
 At 900 K, kab = 3.1 W.m-1.K-1 and (kab/kc)= 2.7
 kab is comparable to that reported for single
crystal.1

 kLref, kLc and kLab decrease with T.
 Lattice component is more dominant

kL= 1/3 (CD .vL. lL) (CD is lattice specific heat, vL group
velocity and lL mean free path of phonons)

 lLref < lLc < lLab  kref < kc < kab
 Sab visibly exhibits values different to those of Sc,
unexpectedly indicative of an anisotropic character of
S ! The gap D S = Sab-Sc tends to increase with T.
 The power factor, PF = S2/r, shows a considerable
anisotropy, with mean ratio (PFab/PFc) of 12 at 900 K,
corresponding to an increase of 20% in comparison
with the reported value.4

 The monolayer exhibits the same
PFab.

Sab

 The figure-of-merite ZT increases with T and

ZTc < ZTref < ZTab
ZT = (S2.T/r.k)

 Better conversion efficiency in (a,b) planes of 349
textured materials
 At 900 K, ZTab = 0.16, ZTab / ZTc = 4.6
and ZTab / ZTref = 2.1

 the same

 Good fit for mean ZT(T) is defined by:
ZTab = 0.0076868 – 4.4041 x 10-5 T+ 2.4081 x 10-7 T2

Conclusions and outlook
Weak thickness of dense and strongly textured 349 ceramics is a limiting factor for their integration in practical TE modules. Hence, textured multilayer 349 TE materials were fabricated
by hot-pressing stacked textured monolayers. Microstructure and texture studies showed a good quality of the interfaces between the layers and texture strength 2 times larger than that of the
monolayers. The TE properties, even the Seebeck coefficient, reveal an anisotropic character and are the same in the (a,b) planes. The anisotropy ratios, (rc/rab), and, (kab/kc), of resistivity and
thermal conductivity reached 13.5 and 2.7, respectively. The figure-of-merit anisotropy ratio (ZT ab/ ZT c) is then 4.6 at 900 K, indicative of the necessity to orientate the textured 349 materials
in TE modules parallel to their mean (a,b) planes.
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